
CHEMISTRY 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES & COURSE OUTCOMES 

 

 

Program’s Outcomes for B.Sc. (Chemistry) 

PO 1. Students will have a firm foundation in the fundamentals of inorganic, organic and 

physical chemistry.  

PO 2. Students will develop scientific aptitude.  

PO 3. Students will be skilled in basic chemistry lab techniques.  

PO 4. Students will be able to have basic understanding of association of chemistry with 

other sciences.  

 

Course Outcomes for B.Sc. in Chemistry 

Demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of foundational concepts in analytical, 

inorganic, organic, and physical chemistry. Perform accurate and precise laboratory 

techniques for chemical analysis and synthesis. Communicate scientific ideas effectively 

through viva-voce. Identify and assess chemical hazards, and practice safe handling of 

chemicals in laboratory settings. Apply critical thinking and problem-solving skills to address 

real-world chemical challenges. Appreciate the role of chemistry in various industries and its 

impact on the environment and society.  

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be well versed with the concepts of 

Atomic Structure, Periodic table and periodic properties, aqueous and non-aqueous solutions, 

basics of thermochemistry and thermodynemics, chemical kinetics, states of the matter, 

mechanism of organic reactions and factors playing pivotal role in commencement of organic 

reactions. 

 

 

Program’s Outcomes for M.Sc. in Chemistry 

PO 1: Students will demonstrate a strong grasp of fundamental and applied chemical and 

scientific theories, encompassing analytical, inorganic, organic, and physical chemistry. 

PO 2: Students will proficiently design, conduct, and document scientific experiments while 

accurately analyzing the obtained results. 

PO 3: Students will develop exceptional problem-solving, critical thinking, and analytical 

reasoning skills, effectively applying them to scientific challenges. 

PO 4: Students will possess the ability to explore and contribute to novel research areas 

within the domains of chemistry and allied fields of science and technology. 

PO 5: Students will recognize and appreciate the significant role of chemistry in society, 

using this awareness to guide ethical decision-making. They will demonstrate a 

comprehensive understanding of safe chemical handling, environmental concerns, and critical 

societal issues related to energy, health, and medicine. 

PO 6: Students will articulate the importance of chemistry in addressing social, economic, 

and environmental problems, recognizing it as an integral component of finding sustainable 

solutions. 

PO 7: Students will effectively collaborate as valuable members of interdisciplinary 

problem-solving teams, leveraging their chemical knowledge and skills to contribute to 

holistic solutions. 

 

 

Course Outcomes for M.Sc. in Chemistry 

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to: 

 

• The student will develop expertise in specialized areas of organic chemistry through 

advanced coursework. Design and execute complex experiments to investigate 



cutting-edge chemical phenomena. Analyze and interpret advanced spectroscopic data 

to unravel chemical structures and reactions. Design new compounds through 

retrosynthetic routes. Collaborate with multidisciplinary teams to address complex 

scientific and technological challenges, contributing to advancements in the field of 

chemistry and allied disciplines. 

 

• Understand the nature of bonding in organic molecules and its relation to 

stereochemistry. 

 

• Explore concepts of stereoselectivity, stereospecificity, regioselectivity, and chemo 

selectivity in organic reactions. 

 

• Describe enantiomeric and diastereomeric excess and understand the mechanisms of 

carbocation rearrangement reactions. 

 

• Study and comprehend the principles of electron spin, nuclear magnetic resonance, 

infrared, and Raman spectroscopy, as well as mass spectrometry. 

 

• Apply spectroscopic techniques to solve numerical problems and elucidate the 

structures of various compounds. 

 

• Acquire practical knowledge of laboratory methods and techniques used in organic 

and physical experiments. 

 

• Synthesize organic compounds using two-step procedures and analyze the effects of 

temperature and concentration on rate constants and partition coefficients. 

 

• Explore Ultraviolet spectroscopy and molecular dissymmetry for structure elucidation 

of compounds. 

 

• Utilize nuclear quadrupole resonance for further structure elucidation. 

 

• Describe the fundamental concepts of sigma and pi molecular orbitals and pericyclic 

reactions. 

 

• Enhance problem-solving skills related to these concepts. 
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POs (B.Sc ) and Cos (B.Sc I Sem) for B.Sc - Botany 

 
             Programme Outcomes (POs): Transformed curriculum shall develop educated outcome-oriented 

candidature, fostered with discovery- learning, equipped with practice & skills to deal practical problems and 

versed with recent pedagogical trends in education including e-learning, flipped class and hybrid learning to 

develop into responsible citizen for nation-building and transforming the country towards the future with their 

knowledge gained in the field of plant science . 

                   

PO1 CBCS syllabus with a combination of general and specialized education shall introduce the concepts 

of breadth and depth in learning 

PO2 Shall produce competent plant biologists who can employ and implement their gained knowledge 

in basic and applied aspects that will profoundly influence the prevailing paradigm of agriculture, 

industry, healthcare and environment to provide sustainable Development 

PO3 Will increase the ability of critical thinking, development of scientific attitude, handling of problems 

and generating solutions, improve practical skills, enhance communication skill, social interaction, 

and increase awareness in judicious use of plant resources by recognizing the ethical value system. 

PO4 The training provided to the students will make them competent enough for doing jobs in Govt. 

and private sectors of academia, research and industry along with graduate preparation for 

national as well as international competitive examinations, especially UGC-CSIR NET, UPSC Civil 

Services Examination, IFS, NSC, FCI, BSI, FRI etc 

PO5 Certificate and diploma courses are framed to generate self- entrepreneurship and self- 

employability, if multi exit option is opted. 

PO6 Lifelong learning is achieved by drawing attention to the vast world of knowledge of plants and 

their domestication. 

PO7 The new curriculum of B.Sc. in Science (Botany) offers essential knowledge and technical skills to 

study plants in a holistic manner. 

PO8 Students would be exposed to cutting-edge technologies that are currently being used in the study 

of plant life forms, their evolution and interactions with other organisms within the ecosystem. 

PO9 Students would also become aware of the social and environmental significance of plants and their 

relevance to the national economy. 

PO10 B.Sc. Botany Programme covers academic activities within the classroom sessions along with 

practical concepts at laboratory sessions. Infield, outstation activities and projects would also be 

organized for real-life experience and learning. 

 
Programme specific objectives (PSOs): B.Sc. I Year Certificate Course in Basic Botany  

 

 • This certificate course will provide knowledge on various fields of basic Botany.  

 • The syllabus is prepared to enable students for competitive exams in frontier areas of plant sciences. 

 • Students will be able to know about habit, habitat, morphology, anatomy and reproduction of various plant  

     groups.  

Programme specific outcomes (PSOs): B.Sc. II Year/ Diploma Course in Developmental Botany  

• This programme will provide knowledge on plant morphogenesis, anatomy embryology and plant genetics.  

• Laboratory sessions following theory will provide easy understanding of internal structure of various plant   

   parts, structural organization, reproductive biology and genetics.  

• This course will help students to become a plant morphologist.  

 



 Programme specific outcomes (PSOs): B.Sc. III Year/ Bachelor of Science  

 • The threeyear learning outcome of graduation will provide understanding of plant systematic, economic  

    botany, developmental biology, ecology, statistics, physiology, biochemistry. 

 • It will provide expertise in conservation biology and reproduction biology.  

 • After completing this course successfully students will be able to contribute in the field of plant sciences.  

    The research project will help to develop research aptitude for higher education and scientific research. 

 

Paper 1: Microbes, Algae, Fungi and Bryophytes (Course code: BOT101T)      Credit 4  
Course Outcome 
     After the completion of the course the students will be able to:  

1. Develop understanding about the classification and diversity of different microbes including viruses, Algae,  

      Fungi & Lichens & their economic importance. 

2. Develop conceptual skill about identifying microbes, pathogens, biofertilizers & lichens.  

3. Gain knowledge about developing commercial enterprise of microbial products.  

4. Learn host –pathogen relationship and disease management. 

5. Gain Knowledge about uses of microbes in various fields. 

6. Understand the structure and reproduction of certain selected bacteria algae, fungi and lichens. 

7. Develop critical understanding on morphology, anatomy and reproduction of Bryophytes. 

 

Paper 2: Practical/ Lab course (Course code: BOT102P) 

Course Outcome  

    After the completion of the course the students will be able to:  

1. Understand the instruments, techniques, lab etiquettes and practices for working in a microbiology     

     laboratory.  

2. Develop skills for identifying microbes and using them for Industrial, Agriculture and Environment purposes. 

3. Practical skills in the field and laboratory experiments in Microbiology and Pathology.  

4. Learn to identify algae, lichens and plant pathogens along with their symbiotic and parasitic associations.  

5. Students would learn to create their small digital reports where they can capture the zoomed inand zoomed    

    out pictures as well as videos in case they are able to find some rare structure or phenomenon related to    

    Bryophytes.  

6. Understand morphology, anatomy, reproduction and developmental changes therein through typological    

    study and create a knowledge base in understanding diversity, economic values & taxonomy of bryophytes. 
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R.C.U GOVT. P.G COLLEGE UTTARKASHI 

(COURSE OUTCOMES & PROGRAM OUTCOMES) 

DEPARTMENT OF DRAWING & PAINTING 

B.A  FIRST SEMESTER 

izFke iz’u i= ¼lS)kfUrd½ 

Fundamental of visual arts 

n’̀; dyk ds ewy vk/kkj 

 

I. dyk dk vFkZ o ifjHkk"kk 

II. Hkkjrh; fp=dyk ds N% vax ¼"kMax½ 

III. fp=dyk ds ewy rRo 

IV.fp= la;kstu ds fl+)kUr 

mnns’; 

*Nk=&Nk=kvksa dks dyk dk vFkZ] ifjHkk"kk  dk Kku djkuk 

*Hkkjrh; fp=dyk ds N% vax ‘"kMax dk Kku djkuk 

*dyk ds vk/kkjHkwr rRo] js[kk] :i] o.kZ] rku] iksr] varjky ds fo"k; es tkudkjh nsuk 

*fp= la;kstu laca/kh fl)kUrksa] vuqikr] larqyu izHkkfork] y;] lkeatL; ds fo"k; es Nk=&Nk=kvksa dks voxr 
djkuk 

f}rh; iz’u i= ¼iz;ksxkRed½ 
I – Still life 
fLVy ykbQ ¼oLrq fp=.k½ 

mnns’; 
 

*Nk=&Nk=kvksa dks T;kferh; vkdkjksa dk v?;;u djkukA 

*fp=kadu djrs le; oLrq ds ?kuRo] vkdkj] oLrq ij iMusa okys izdk’k ds izHkko vkfn dh tkudkjh nsuk] ftlls 
Nk=ksa es oSKkfud le> fodflr gksA 

*Nk=&Nk=kvksa dks Qwy] Qy] lCth ,ao fofHkUu izdkj ds oLrq fp=.k dks vyx&vyx ek?;eksa ls iz;ksx djuk 
lh[kkuk] ftlls Nk=ksa dks jaxksa dh tkudkjh gksA 

 



B.A ( II SEMESTER ) 

izFke iz’u i= ¼lS)kfUrd½ 

MEDIUM & TECHNIQUES 

 ek?;e rFkk rduhd 

I. ty jax] isLVy jax 

II. iksLVj jax] ,Øsfyd jax] rSy jax] LizS iSfUVax 

III. ÝsLdks] E;wjy] dksykt isfUVax 

IV. jsaMfjax] fØ;sfVo izkslsl 

mnns’; 

. Nk=&Nk=kvksa dsk fofHkUUk izdkj ds ?kjkryksa ij fp=.k dh fof/k }kjk vyx&vyx ek?;eksa tSls& ty jax] 
isLVy jax] ,Øsfyd jax] rSy jax] LizS iSfUVax] iksLVj jax bR;kfn es dk;Z djkuk 

.Nk=&Nk=kvksa dks ijEijkxr rFkk vk/kqfud rduhdksa fHkfRrfp=] E;wjy] dksykt isfUVax vkfn dh tkudkjh nsdj 
dyk laca/kh rduhdh Kku esa of̀) djkukA 

.Nk=&Nk+=kvksa es fØ;sfVohVh ds ek/;e ls iz;ksxkREkd Kku dk fodkl djkukA 

 

f}rh; iz’u i= ¼ iz;ksxkREkd½ 

Landscape painting 

ysaMLdsi isfUVax 

mnns’; 

. Nk=&Nk=kvksa dks ifjǹ’; fp=.k tSls igkM] /kkfV;ka] isM] ufn;ksa] taxyksa vkSj izkdf̀rd ǹ’;] dkYifud] 
okLrfodrk ls lVhdrk o ekSle ds cnyrs :iksa ls voxr djkuk ftlls fd Nk=&Nk=k viusa okrkoj.k ifjos’k dks 
le>usa dk iz;kl djsaxsaA 

 

B.A III SEMESTER 

izFke iz’ui= ¼lS)kfUrd½ 
Applied Art & Graphic Art 
O;kokgfjd dyk] xzkfQd dyk 

mnns’; 
. Nk=&Nk=kvksa dks O;kokgfjd dyk ds ek/;e ls mnns’;kRed Kku dh of̀) djkuk bl dyk ds ek/;e ls jk"Vª 
O;kikj ds izfr vH;kl djkukA  

. Nk=&Nk=k,sa Nkik dyk ds izdkj cukus dh fof/k vkfn ds fo"k; es tkudkjh izkIr djsaxasA 

 



 

f}rh; iz’ui= ¼lS)kfUrd½ 

Applied Art 

O;kokgfjd dyk 

mnns’; 

. bldk mnns’; Nk=ksa esa lans’k dsk lai szf"kr djuk] o fofHkUu ek?;eksa] tsSls& lekpkj i=] if=dk csolkbV vkfn 
ds }kjk jpukRed dkS’ky ds Kku esa of̀+) djkukA 

                                                                B.A IV  SEMESTER 
izFke iz’ui= ¼lS)kfUrd½ 

Indian painting ( Pre-Historic to 1850) 
Hkkjrh; fp=dyk 

mnns’; 
. Nk= Nk=kvksa dks Hkkjrh; fp=dyk ds bfrgkl dh tkudkjh nsuk .Nk=&Nk=k,sa  Hkkjrh; dyk ds le)̀ 
bfrgkl dk vkREklkr dj ldsaxsaA 

. bl dyk ds mnns’; ls Nk=ksa es lekt] laLdf̀r rFkk mUur lH;rk ds fo"k; eas le> fodflr gksxhA 

izFke iz’ui= ¼iz;ksxkREkd½ 
Creative Design 
fØ;sfVo fMtkbu 

mnns’; 
. fp=dyk vH;kl dh vknr dk fodkl lkFk gh Nk=ksa es jpukRed dkS’ky ds Kku esa o`f) djkukA 

. bl dyk dk mnns’; Nk=ksa es dyk ds izfr uohu iz;ksxksa }kjk jpukRedrk iSnk djkukA 

          B.A V  SEMESTER 
izFke iz’ui= ¼lS)kfUrd½ 

Indian Sculpture 
Hkkjrh; ewfrZdyk 

mnns’;  
* Hkkjr es ewfrZdyk ds O;kid :Ik o dykRed lakLdfrd ijEijk ls ifjfpr gksxsaA 

 * Nk=&Nk=k,sa fdlh Hkh ns’k dh laLdf̀r] lH;rk ds mUu;u es dyk ds ;ksxnku esa izkphu dky ls ewfrZdyk ds 
bfrgkl dk le>usa dk iz;kl djsaxsaA 

           f}rh; iz’ui= ¼iz;ksxkRed½ 
Indian Traditional composition 

                                      Hkkjrh; ikjaifjd jpuk 
Painting Exhibition 

                                         fp=dyk izn’kZuh 
     mnns’; 

* bl dyk dk mnns’;  Nk=&Nk=kvksa es ikjEifjd dyk dks c<kok nsuk o bfrgkl ds fdlh fcanq ds 
fopkjksa o Hkkoukvksa ls voxr djkuk] ,ao ijaijkvksa dks lk>k djkuk] yksxksa dks vrhr] Hkfo"; ls tksMrs 
gq, leqnk; ds laca/kksa ls ifjfpr djkukA ftlls Nk=&Nk=k izsfjr gksdj ubZ fn’kk esa vxzlj gksaxsaA 
 



         B.A VI  SEMESTER 
                                      izFke iz’ui= ¼lS)kfUrd½ 
                                                               Indian Art Aesthetics 
                                        Hkkjrh; lkSUn;Z’kkL= 

     mnns’; 
Nk= Nk=kvksa dks dyk] laLd`fr] izdf̀r dk izfrvadu djkuk ,ao lqanjrk] dyk vkSj jlkRed 
vuqHko ds LoHkko ds v?;;u dks vkRelkr djkukA 

f}rh; iz’ui= ¼iz;ksxkREkd½ 
Portrait ( Bust) Painting Exhibition 

O;fDrfp=@fp=dyk izn’kZUkh 
mnns’; 

 

Nk=ksa es jpukRed dkS’ky dk fodkl djkukA 

bldk mnns’; okLrfod fp=.k djuk ,ao l`tukRed jpuk dkS’ky ls izsfjr djkukA 
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Programme outcome of B.A. 

 Develop professional skills in food science and nutrition, clothing and fashion, home management and interior 

decoration and human development. 

 Understand the science and new technologies that enhance the standard of living in a day to day life. 

 

Course outcomes of BA yearly courses 

 

1- Family resource management- This course provides basic knowledge of home management like 

money management, resource management, energy management and concept of programme 

planning. 

2- Introduction to textiles- This course provides information about of textiles fibers, finishes used in 

fabrics and different type of printing techniques. 

3- Fundamental of food and nutrition- This course provides a lot of information related to food, 

nutrients present in food and their digestion in body, cooking methods, meal planning for different 

age group and specific conditions. 

4- Human development- This course has many benefits for students to develop understanding of 

human behavior and child psychology and also provides information about developmental task from 

conception to old age. 

5- Housing and interior decortion- This gives knowledge about housing construction, land, financing 

house and concept of interior design and decoration that helps students a lot in home decoration. 

6- Clothing construction- This course provides valuable information about pattern making and 

stitching, drafting of different garments and elements of arts used in clothing. 

 

Course outcomes of BA semester (NEP) courses 

1- Food and nutrition- This course helps students to understand the food groups, nutrients present in 

food, methods of different cooking and traditional methods that enhanced nutrient value of food. 

2- Human Development (Minor elective)- This course has many benefits for students to develop 

understanding of child behavior and psychology and also provides information about developmental 

task from conception to early childhood. 

3- Food processing and preservation (Vocational/Minor)- This course content various methods of 

food processing and preservation in home scale that helps students to learn different preservative 

methods like pickling, making jam and chutney. 

7- Introduction to clothing and textiles- This course provides information about of textiles fibers and 

their manufacture, yarn construction, pattern making and stitching of fabric. 

DEPARTMENT OF HOME SCIENCE (C.O. AND P.O.) 
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8- Resource management (Minor/elective)- Develop understanding of resources used throughout 

family life cycle, time, money and energy management and the most important work simplification 

techniques that really help students to simply their houseworks. 

9- Women empowerment(vocational/ minor) – This course assess students to understand the meaning 

of women empowerment, gender based discrimination, violence against women and laws that protect 

them from any kind violence. 

 

Programme and course outcome of M.A. 
 

 To develop the capabilities and knowledge of students in food science, principal 

of nutrition, family resource management, textile design, clothing construction 

and human development. 

 To develop relevant skills and make students efficient in academics, industry 

and community services. 

 To develop understanding of planning skills in designing, implementing and 

monitoring effectively for individual or group of society.  

 Provides problem solving concerning home, family and society for ensured 

physical and mental health. 

 



 

 

Department of Physics (Pos and COs) 

 

Programme outcomes (POs): 
 

Students having Degree in B.Sc. (with Physics) should have knowledge of different 

concepts and fundamentals of Physics and ability to apply this knowledge in various fields 

of academics and industry. They may pursue their future career in the field of academics, 

research and industry. 

 

PO 1  

1. Competence in the methods and techniques of calculations using Mechanics. 

2. Students are expected to have hands-on experience to apply the theoretical knowledge 

to solve practical problems. 

 

PO2  

1. Students are expected to have deep understanding of electricity and magnetism. 

2. Student should be able to make basic electrical circuits and handle electrical 

instruments. 

 

PO 3  

1. Competence in the concepts of Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics. 

2. Students are expected to have hands on experience in Thermal Physics and 

Statisctical Physics Experiments. 

 

PO 4 

 1 Knowledge of different concepts in Optics. 

2 Students are expected to have hands on experience of Experiments of Optics 

 

PO 5  

1. Knowledge of basic concepts of Solid State Physics with their applications 

2. Students are expected to have an insight in handling electronic instruments. 

 

PO 6 

 1. Comprehensive knowledge of Analog & Digital Principles and Applications. 

2. Learn the integrated approach to analog electronic circuitry and digital electronics for 

R&D. 

 

 

 



 

 

Course outcomes (COs): 
 

UG I Year / Certificate course in Basic Physics 

● After completing this certificate course, the student should have  Acquired the 

basic knowledge of Mechanics, Electricity and Magnetism.  

●  Hands-on experience to apply the theoretical knowledge to solve practical 

problems of basic physical phenomena. He should be able to carry out 

experiments to understand the laws and concepts of Physics. 

● An insight in understanding electrical circuits and in handling electrical instruments.  

 

UG II Year/ (Diploma in Applied Physics)  

 

● After completing this diploma course, the student should have • Knowledge of 

different concepts in Thermodynamics, and Geometrical Optics.  

● Knowledge of different aspects of Thermal Physics which serves as a basis for 

many physical systems used in industrial applications and deals with the physics 

and technology of Engines and Refrigerators.   

●  A deeper insight in Ray Optics to understand the Physics of many optical 

instruments which are widely used in research and Industry, Optoelectronics, IT 

and communication devices, and in industrial instrumentation.  

●  Knowledge of basic concepts of optical instruments with their applications in 

technology. 

 

UG III Year / Bachelor of Science  

●  

● After completing this degree course, the student should have:  

●  Knowledge of Mechanics and basic properties of matter. The course will empower 

him to apply his theoretical knowledge in various physical phenomena that occur 

in day-to-day life and he can use this scientific knowledge for the betterment of the 

society. 

● Understanding of basic concepts related to Electricity and Magnetism. He should  

● be proficient in designing and handling different electrical circuits 

● Expertise in different aspects of Thermal Physics which serves as a basis for many 

physical systems used in industrial applications and deals with the physics and 

technology of Engines and Refrigerators.  

● Proficient in the field of Optics which will increase his demand in research and 

industrial  

● establishments engaged in activities involving optical instruments. 

● Basic knowledge in the field of Modern physics, which have utmost importance at 

both  



 

 

● undergraduate and graduate level.  

●  Comprehensive knowledge of Analog & Digital Principles and Applications.  

● Learn the integrated approach to analog electronic circuitry and digital electronics 

for R&D. 

 

 

 



DEPATMENT OF ZOOLOGY (C.O. and P.O.) 

 

Course Objective (CO): 

 The programme in Zoology aims to equip students with recent advances in Zoology from 

organismic to reductionist biology. 

 It also aims to empower students to understand the challenges of society and the country that 

falls into the realms of Zoology, such as Aquaculture, Reproductive health, Behaviour and 

Biological time keeping, Cancer Biology, Microbiome and their roles in health and diseases, 

Bioremediation of pollutants and pesticides, etc. 

 It also offers students to a series of elective courses so that they can choose to specialize in 

the specific area of their interests in Zoology. 

 The open elective has been chosen to attract students from diverse interdisciplinary areas of 

sciences, such as Anthropology, Environmental studies, Biomedical Sciences, etc.  

 This course is designed to ignite the inquisitive mind to enter in to research in interdisciplinary 

areas. The fourth semester offers a variety of elective courses, which for logistics of 

programme management, are divided in to four streams, where a student has to choose a 

stream. 

 In the entire course, the major emphasis is on skill-based training into socially relevant areas 

of Zoology. 

 It is expected that a student after successfully completing the programme would sufficiently 

be skilled and empowered to solve the problems in the realms of Zoology and its allied areas. 

 They would have plethora of job opportunities in the education, environment, agriculture-

based, and health related sectors. 

 The bright and ignited mind may enter into research in the contemporary areas of 

Zoological/Biological Sciences. 

 The broad skills and the deeper knowledge in the field would make them highly successful and 

excellent researcher in advanced areas of research in the Biological sciences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programme Objectives (POs): 
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PO 1 

 

It will enhance the basic knowledge about the different systems of an organism and the 

clinical study of biomolecules. 

 

PO 2 

 

It will help students to pursue the initial fundamentals required for future projects and 

higher studies. 

 

PO 3 

 

It will help to inculcate the evolutionary basis of various animals and their development. 

It will also address the present situation of animal diversity. 

 

PO 4 

 

It will help students to identify the concepts about various Applied sciences and Medical 

laboratory techniques related to concerned area. 

 

PO 5 

 

It will help to develop the knowledge on taxonomy of economically important animals. 

Also, the conservation of wild animals to enhance the economy gained by the zoological 

content present in the environment. 

 

PO 6 

 

All the above POs will lead to a mind that can develop modern technologies to 

address the problems, especially environmental issues, and to give solution to it. 

 

 

Programme Specific Objective (PSO): 

CERTIFICATE COURSE IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSTICS & BIOCHEMISTRY 

YEAR 1 

 

This will help students to generate employment in the field of clinical & medical 

lab/institutions/gene bank/stem cell culture/Pharma companies etc. 

 

DIPLOMA IN MOLECULAR SCIENCES & CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY 

YEAR 2 

 

This will help students to develop the scientific ability in the field of toxicological, 

Histological, Microbiological, Molecular labs, various Zoological Parks, National 

Parks, Wildlife Sanctuaries. 

 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ZOOLOGY) 

YEAR 3 This will help students to develop the basis of Animal diversity and its development, 

which can generate various academic/Research jobs and various other jobs in the 

field of In-vitro labs, case study of endocrinology in medical labs etc. 

 

BACHELOR (RESEARCH) IN FACULTY 

YEAR 4 It will help students to pursue career in various health related departments and 

medical laboratories. It is beneficial for students as they can work in different 

Chrono-centre as per demands for biological clock management to travel across 

continents (both public and private sector). 

 

MASTER IN FACULTY (ZOOLOGY) 

YEAR 5 It will help students to improvise the Agro-Pest relationship, organism-environment 

interactions & its implication. It helps to conserve the environment & Ecology. Also, 

at the same time students will be equipped to explore jobs in Zoological Research 

institutes i.e. CTB, CSB, ZSI, WII etc and various CSIR institutes. 

 

 



Department of Sanskrit (C.O. and P.O.) 

Course Outcome 
 Student will be able to understand basic structure of Sanskrit Language. 
 This course aims to get student acquainted with classical Sanskrit Poetry. 
 Student will be able to learn about various branches of Sanskrit like Indian 

Philosophy, Grammar, literature, Āyurveda, Vāstuśāstra, Linguistics etc.  
 

     Program Outcome 
1st Year 

Semester 1- 

This course aims are to get the student acquainted with the outline of Sanskrit Niti 
Literature through texts Nītiśatakam and Hitopadeśa with the general introduction of 
Sanskrit Grammar. 
 
Semester 2- 

This course aims to get students acquainted with the Classical Sanskrit Poetry. It 
intends to give a basic understanding of literature, through which student will be able 
to appreciate the development of Sanskrit literature. 
 

2nd Year –  

 

 This course aims to acquaint the student with the Classical Sanskrit Prose literature. 
Most famous prose texts of modern era namely Śivarājavijayam and Śukanasopadeśa 
are also included here for the students to get acquainted with the beginning of modern 
Sanskrit Literature  

 This course on Vedic literature and Philosophy aims to introduce various types of 
vedic text. Students will also be able to read Kathopanişad in which  of  basics of 
Vedanta Philosophy is explained  

 This course also aims to get the students acquainted with the basic principles of the 
Nyāya Vaiśeşika philosophy through the Tarkasaṁgraha. 

 
3rd Year – 

This course aims to acquaint the student with deferent branches of Sanskrit like 
Sahitya, Yoga, Medical science, Vastu etc. 
 

MA 1st Semester –  

This course aims to acquaint the student with Vedic literature, Nātya literature,Indian 
Philosophy and Sanskrit Grammar. 
 

MA 2nd Semester – 

Students will be able to know about Dharmaśāstra, Purāna and Kāvyaśāstra. 
 

MA 3rd Semester – 

This course aims to acquaint the student with Indian culture and civilization. They 
will be able to know the linguistic value of the Sanskrit Language.  
 

MA 4th Semester – 

This course aims to acquaint the student with the Classical Sanskrit Prose and 
Champu literature like Nalachampu, Daśakumaracharitam. They will also be able to 
read Mrichhakarikam Nataka. 
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Department of Sociology (C.O. and P.O.) 

Course Outcomes 

CO1. The student will be able to understand the basic concepts of sociology  

CO2. The student will be able to understand the society in context of sociological theories.  

CO3. The student will be able to demonstrate an understanding of social life.   

Program Outcomes 

B.A Ist Semester  

PO 1. The student will be able to understand the development of sociology as a discipline.  

PO 2. The student will be able to understand the basic concepts of sociology  

PO 3. The student will be able to distinguish between commonsense knowledge and     

sociological knowledge.  

PO 4. The student will be able to understand the current development in sociology  

B.A 2nd Year  

PO 1. The student will be able to understand the types of social changes occurring in society.   

PO 2. The student will be familiarized with the Indian social processes.  

PO 3. The student will have an understanding of the impact of urbanization, industrialization 

and globalization on the society.  

PO 4. The students will be able to have basic scientific thinking and rationalizing mind.   

B.A 3rd Year 

PO 1. The student will be able to have fundamental knowledge of sociological theories.  

PO 2. The student will be able to understand the fundamental pillars of Indian rural social 

system  

PO 3. The student will be able to critically analyze the rural social problems.  

M.A 1st Semester  

PO 1. The student will be able to understand the basic concepts of sociology.  

PO 2. The student will be able to critically analyze the pioneers of Sociological thought.  

PO 3. The student will be able to develop basic scientific thinking.  

PO 4. The student will be made aware about the current socio, cultural and political issues.  
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M.A 2ND Semester  

PO 1. The student will be able to understand the traditions of Indian Society. 

PO 2. The student will be able to critically analyze the thinkers of Indian Society. 

PO 3. The student will be able to develop psychological understanding of social units. 

PO 4. The student will able to study the demographic profile of society. 

M.A 3rd Semester  

PO 1. The student will be able have an understanding of classical social thoughts.  

PO 2. The student will be able to understand the current problems in society.  

PO 3. The student will be able to develop research aptitude. 

PO 4. The student will be able to understand the industrial relations and the group’s 

formations therein.  

   M.A 4TH Semester  

PO 1. The student will be able to understand the theoretical perspective of sociology.  

PO 2. The student will be able to develop an overall understanding of social issues.  

PO 3. The student will develop an insight into religious interpretation of social issues. 

PO 4. The student will be able to have an overall understanding of urban society.   
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Department of English (C.O. and P.O.) 

 

B. A. English Literature 

This course is an introductory course on English Literature, for students who are 
interested in learning about the ideas, themes, history, and development of English 
writing. The course covers all the major periods of English literature from the 
beginning of the English language to the present day. The course is primarily for 
students who are interested in reading English Literature and who wish to develop 
their skills in understanding the main books, figures, history, and ideas of English 
writing. 

The course is a combination of English Studies, Literary Studies, and History. Students 
will learn about the history of English literature but also about the texts, works, 
writers, ideas, themes, and basic concepts of English writing. The course will explore 
fiction, non-fiction, poetry, plays, and other forms of literature written in the English 
language.  

In this course we shall also explore English literature by engaging with several great 
writers and works from the history of English writing – Shakespeare, Donne, Milton, 
Pope, Byron, Shelley, Blake, Browning, Tennyson, Hardy, R. K. Narayan, M.K. Gandhi, 
Jawahar Lal Nehru. Emphasis will be based on how these individual writers, and their 
works, contributed to the overall development of English literature as well as their 
connection to English society and history. 

 

Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Objectives (POs) 

 

Program Objectives 

PO 1: Read and Comprehend better. 

PO 2: Communicate in English – Orally and in writing. 

PO 3: Participate in role-plays and mini talks. 

PO 4: Assist students in the development of intellectual flexibility, creativity, and 
cultural literacy so that they may engage in life-long learning. 

PO 5: Unravel the cultural, historical and social context of each of each literary work 
and thereby make connections between literature and society and appreciate 
literature’s ability to empower us emotionally. 

PO 6: Provide job opportunity through skill development courses. 

PO 7: Instill in students a new zeal and a new vision of life to make them better citizen. 

PO 8: Through Minor Elective Subject in Creative Writing, to create a possibility in 
students to emerge as prospective writers, editors, content developers and teachers. 
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Course Outcomes 

 

B. A. I Semester:  

UGENG – CC101 Introduction to English Prose, Communicative 
English Grammar, Creative Writing: 

CO 1: Enlarge their vocabulary and understand the structure of sentences and grasp 
the idea of the author.  

CO 2: Enrich their active and passive vocabulary.   

CO 3: Be acquainted with the prose styles of various authors. 

CO 4: Present an extensive view of the cultural and social patterns of the society in the 
specific time and situations in which it flourished resulting in an intellectual and 
emotional engagement with the work. 

CO 5: Make students aware of the various literary terms and devices like drama, plot, 
autobiography etc. 

CO 6: Relate the socio-historical background to literature. 

CO 7: Correlate social history and the history of genres.  

 

B. A. II Semester: 

UGENG – CC102 History of English Literature, English 
Listening and Speaking Skills: 

CO 1: Enlarge their vocabulary and understand the structure of sentences and grasp 
the idea of the author.  

CO 2: Enrich their active and passive vocabulary.   

CO 3: Develop an understanding of the evolution of English Literature, the concept, of 
various literary periods. 

CO 4: Trace the major religious and social movements and their influence on English 
Literature.   

CO 5: Relate the socio-historical background to literature. 

CO 6: Correlate social history and the history of genres.  

 

B. A. III Semester 

Paper – I English Poetry 

CO 1: To introduce the students to the basic elements of poetry- to enrich the students 
through various perspectives readings in poetry.  
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CO 2: Students will be able to trace the development of verse tradition through Ode, 
Sonnet, Dramatic Monologue, Lyrics, Elegy, Free Verse, Blank Verse and French 
Symbolist Poetry. 

CO 3: Students will be able to locate a specific poem in historical and social context. 

CO 4: Students will be able to interpret and aesthetically appreciate poems. 

CO 5: Students will be able to understand the difference between implicit and explicit 
meaning of poems. 

Paper – II English Fiction: 

CO 1: To develop critical thinking and imagination through fiction and to familiarize 
students with cultural diversity through different representative samples of fiction. 
CO 2: Students will be able to appreciate fiction of different countries in the light of 
various movements and aspects of fiction. 
CO 3: Students will understand major trends and writers in Fiction through detailed 
study of selected novels. 
CO 4: Students will be able to learn about regional novel and will know to interpret a 
piece of fiction according to the regional requirements and setting. 
 

B. A. III Year: 
 
Paper – I Indian and American Poetry: 
 
CO 1:  Getting familiarised with the 20th Century Indian Writers writing in English.  
CO 2: Developing a strong understanding of Indian-ness contrasted with western 
culture.  
CO 3: Analyse the working of a patriarchal set up and understanding its fundamentals.  
CO 4: Develop a critical approach by getting acquainted with women writings of 
Sarojini Naidu, Kamala Das’, Emily Dickinson and Sylvia Plath, to understand the 
cultural difference in female voice writing in English.  
CO 5: Creative thinking on the need of women empowerment appreciating her pivotal 
role in freedom movement and in real life. 
CO 6: Trace the belief and faith in humanity which is the true foundation of 
Democracy. 
CO 7: Build an insight about the modern American Society and its ramifications. 

Paper II Drama: 

CO 1: Learn the major literary works, genres, periods, and critical approaches to 
British Literature.  

CO 2: Learn the issues in British Literature in relation to authors, historical periods, 
major and minor figures, themes, genres or critical theories.  

CO 3: To understand the literary characteristics of drama emphasizing changing 
approaches to theatre as well as the social, cultural and philosophical implications in 
the plays 

CO 4: Analyze how texts function across a range of genres, contexts, and cultures. 

CO 5: To analyze plays for their structure and meaning. 
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M. A. English Literature 

The MA English Literature course is designed to give due emphasis on American 
Literature, African/African American English Studies, British Literature, 
Commonwealth Literature, Gender and Literature, Literary Criticism and Indian 
Writing in English. MA English Literature specializations include Indian Literature, 
British Literature, Contemporary Literature, Translation Literature, etc. 

 

Program Objectives 

PO 1: General Proficiency-The Masters of Arts Program provides the candidates with 
understanding, general proficiency, and methodical abilities on an advanced level 
required in industry, consultancy, education, or public administration.  

PO 2: Research aptitude- The students will acquire knowledge and understanding in 
their specific field of study as well as into current research and development work.  

PO 3: Complex problem handling -They will be able to demonstrate the ability to 
identify issues critically and to plan the assigned tasks accordingly.  

PO 4: Lifelong learning-The Program provides in-depth knowledge of particular 
subject and arouses interest of the students towards research in that particular field.  

PO 5: This course imparts training to students in comprehending and interpreting 
texts along with introducing various ideologies, political systems and world history.  

PO 6: Study of literature gives way to critical writing from feminist point of view, or it 
might ignite in students a passion for gender studies.  

PO 7: This course develops critical thinking of students through years of examining, 
criticizing and over analyzing fictional incidents and characters that change the way 
students look at life and the people around them.  

PO 8: It provides a strong foundation to quality in the NET (National Eligibility Test) or 
the State Level Eligibility Test (SLET) of a State Government to join as a lecturer in a 
college or university. 

 

Course Outcomes 

M. A. Semester I 

 

Paper I English Literature from Chaucer to John Milton: 

CO 1: Read closely and understand Middle and Early Modern English, from Chaucer's 
rhyming couplets to Milton's blank verse. 
CO 2: Recognize and understand figurative language, such as allegory and metaphor, 
and literary techniques, like irony, rhyme, and allusion. 
CO 3: Demonstrate knowledge of the style, structure, and content of the assigned 
literary texts, from Chaucer to Milton. 
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CO 4: Identify the unique qualities of the authors studied, and compare and contrast 
them. 
CO 5: Situate the assigned literary texts in their historical contexts and recognize the 
impact of major events and transitions. 
CO 6: Develop a well-written argument about one or more literary texts or authors, 
and accurately cite literary and other sources. 
 

Paper II Drama Excluding Shakespeare 

Paper III Early Humanists Literature 

Paper IV English Prose 

CO 1: Understanding the origin and development of English essay.  

CO 2: Understanding a literary text in different contexts.  

CO 3: Imbibing knowledge of socio political and economic conditions of the society.  

CO 4: Developing an ability to write critically and creatively. 

  

M. A. Semester II 

Paper V William Shakespeare 

Paper VI 18th Century Literature 

Paper VII American Literature 

CO1: Perceive the evolving of a great Nation-America from a Puritan narrow 
foundation.  

CO2: Trace the belief and faith in humanity which is the true foundation of Democracy.  

CO3: Envision the universal philosophical vision about life, work, and humanity in the 
poetry of Frost.  

CO4: Develop a viewpoint in the light of the Psychological study of the concept of racial 
prejudices, collective unconscious and understanding the relevance of human dignity 
in life.  

CO5: Build an insight about the modern American Society and its ramifications 

Paper VIII 19th Century Literature 

CO 1: To familiarize students with English Poetry starting from Victorian age and 
moving towards the modern period.  

CO 2: To acquaint students with major trends in English literature of Victorian age 
through a detailed study of poetry of that time.  

CO 3: Enable students to trace the evolution of various poetic forms  

CO 4: To train the students in the close reading of poems in the contexts of literary 
convention and history. 

Paper IX Dissertation and Viva- Voce 
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M. A. Semester III 

Paper X 20th Century Poetry 

Paper XI Indian Writings in English 

Paper XII (a) Literary Criticism (Elective – A) 

CO 1: Introduction of students to theories like- feminism, structuralism, orientalism 
etc.  

CO 2: Familiarization with knowledge areas and analytical tools.  

CO 3: Learning to De –construct the text to find out new meanings.  

CO 4: Using ideas from text in reading and writing. 

Paper XIII (a) Modern Indian Writers 

Paper XIII (b) Literature and Gender 

 

M. A. Semester IV 

Paper XIV 20th Century Drama 

CO 1: Comprehension of Christianity as an orthodox and fanatic religion in the Past.  

CO 2: Gaining knowledge about French Kingdom and its society.  

CO 3: Understanding the postmodern concept of meaninglessness of human existence 
conveyed through Beckett and Pinter’s works.  

CO 4: Getting acquainted with Eliot’s Platonic view of spiritual salvation and 
regeneration.  

CO 5: Sensitization towards man’s alienation from the society thereby depicting 
growing concerns for the institution of family. 

 

Paper XV Literary Criticism 

Paper XVI Literature of Indian Diaspora 

Paper XVII (b) Indian Literature in Translation  

CO 1: Tracing the relevance of Tagore’s Novel in modern times for its delineation of 
the conflict between the forces of fanatic Nationalism and humanism. 

CO 2: Understanding the rich heritage of Sanskrit drama from Kalidas Kavya and the 
concepts of Epic and lyric.  

CO 3: Attempting to reconcile Modernity and tradition through works of Anantha 
Murthy which challenges the orthodoxy of Brahmanism. 

Paper XVIII Dissertation and Viva-Voce 





R.C.U. Govt. Post Graduate College, Uttarkashi 

Department Of Mathematics 
(Course Outcomes & Program Outcomes) 

 
B.Sc. Bachelor of Science 

Program Outcomes (POs) 
PO1. It is to give-in-depth knowledge of geometry, algebra, calculus, differential equations and several other 

branches of pure and applied mathematics. This also leads to study the related areas such as computer science and 

other allied subjects. 

PO2. The skills and knowledge gained in this program will be helpful for modeling and solving of real life 

problems.  

PO3. Students will become employable in various government and private sector.  

PO4. The completing this programme develop enhanched quatitative skills and pursuing higher mathematics and 

research as well.  

PO5. The completion of this programme will enable the learner to use appropriate digital programmes and softwares 

to solve various mathematical problems. 

S
em

es
te

r-
I 

Matrices ,Trigonometry 

and Differential calculus 

CO1.The program outcome is to give foundation knowledge for the 

students to understand basics of mathematics including applied aspects for 

developing quantative skills and pursuing higher mathematics and 

research as well. 

CO2. By the time students complete the course they will have wide 

ranging application of the subject and have the knowledge of metrics and 

basics of differentiation. 

CO3. The student will be able to sum the trigonometric series of real and 

complex numbers and separate the trigonometric functions. 

CO4. The main objective of course is to equip the student with necessary 

analytic and technical skills. By applying the rpinciples of differentiation, 

he learns to solve a variety of practical problems in science and 

engineering. 

CO5. The student is equipped with standard concepts and tools at an 

intermediate to advance level that will serve him well towards taking 

more advance level course in mathematics. 

Practical CO1. The main objective of course is to familiar the student with different 

computer software such as Mathematica /  MATLAB/ Maple/ Scilab/ 

Maxima Etc.  

CO2. The student will also be able to compute various operations on 

matrices by using different computer software such as 

Mathematica/MATLAB/ Maple/Scilab/Maxima etc.  

CO3. The student will also be able to compute n
th

 derivative of various 

functions by using different computer software.  

S
em

es
te

r-
II

 

Integral Calculus and 

Vector Analysis 

CO1. The program outcome is to give foundation knowledge for the 

students to understand basics of mathematics including applied aspect for 

developing enhanchedquantitative skills and pursuing higher mathematics 

and research as well. 

CO2. By the time students complete the course they will have wide 

ranging application of the subject and have the knowledge of surface area 

and volume of shapes.  

CO3. The mainobjective of the course is to equip the student with 

necessary analytic and technical skills. By applying the principles of 

integral he learns to solve a variety of practical problems in science and 

engineering. 

CO4. The student is equipped with standard concepts and tools at an 

intermediate to advance level that will serve him well towards taking 

more advance level course in mathematics.  
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Group Theory and 

Analytical  Geometry 

CO1. Group theory is one of the building blocks of modern algebra. 

Objective of this course is to introduce students to basic concepts of 

Group and their properties.  

CO2. This course will lead the student to basic course in advanced 

mathematics and geometry. 

CO3. The subjects learn and visualize the fundamental ideas about 

coordinate geometry and learn to describe some of the surface by using 

analytical geometry.  

CO4. On successful completion of the course students have gained 

knowledge about regular geometrical figures and their properties. They 

have the foundation for higher course in geometry.  

CO5. On successful completion of the course students should have 

knowledge about higher different mathematical methods and will help in 

going for higher studies and research.  

 

S
em
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IV

 

Ordinary Differential 

Equations and Ring 

Theory 

CO1. The objective of this course is to familiarize the students with 

various methods of solving differential equations of first and second order 

and to have qualitative applications.  

CO2. A student doing this course is to able to solve differential equations 

and is able to model problems in nature using ordinary differential 

equations. After completing this course, a student will be able to take 

more courses on wave equation, heat equation, diffusion equation, gas 

dynamics, nonlinear evalution equation etc.  

CO3. Ring theory is one of the building areas of modern algebra. 

Objective of this course is to introduce students to basic concepts of Ring, 

Integral domain and other structures with their properties. This course will 

lead the student to basic course in advanced mathematics and Algebra.  

 

S
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Real Analysis, 

Functions of 

several variables 

and Partial 

differential 

Equations 

CO1. Students will be able to know the basic concepts and developments 

of real analysis which will prepare the students to take up further 

applications in the relevant fields. 

CO2. On successful completion of the course students should have 

knowledge about real analysisand will help him in going for higher 

studies and research. 

CO3. The main objective of the course is to equip the student with 

necessary analytic and technical skills.  

CO4. The course in partial differential equation intends to develop 

problem solving skills for solving various types of partial differential 

equation especially hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic type of PDE. 
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Mathematical 

Methods and 

Graph Theory 

CO1. The student will be able to find the integral transform, Laplace 

transform, inverse Laplace transform and Fourier transform. The course in 

mathematical methods basically develops a problem a problem solving 

skill in the students.  

CO2. Upon successful completion, students will have the knowledge of 

various types of graphs,their terminology and applications. 

CO3. After successful completion of this course students will be able to 

understand the isomorphism and homomorphism of graphs.This course 

covers the basic concepts of graphs used in computer science and other 

disciplines. The topics include path, circuits, adjacency matrix , tree, 

coloring. After successful completion of this course the student will have 

the knowledge graph coloring, color problem, vertex coloring.  

 

Number Theory 

and Relativity 

CO1. The student will be able to solve problems in elementary number 

theory and also apply elementary number theory to cryptography. 

CO2. Upon successful completion, students will be able to describe the 

basic comcepts of the theory of relativity.  



CO3.  After successful completion of this course studnets will be able to 

discuss postulates of the special theory of relativity and their 

consequences. 

 

Numerical 

Analysis and 

Oprations 

Research 

CO1. After successful completion of this course the student will be able 

to perform error analysis for arithmetic operations.  

CO2. Upon successful completion, students will be able to understand the 

use of interpolation and curve fitting and finite differences.  

CO3. After successful completion of this course, students will be able to 

use some solution methods for solving the linear programming problems.  
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Complex Analysis 

and Mechanics 

CO1. The course is aimed at exposing the students to foundations of 

analysis which will be useful in understanding various physical 

phenomena and gives the student the foundation in mathematics.  

CO2. Upon successul completion, students will be able to understand the 

complex variables, analytic functions, complex integration and residues. 

CO3. The object of the paper is to give students knowledge of basic 

mechanics such as simple harmonic motion, motion under other laws and 

forces.  

CO4. The student, after completing the course can go for higher problems 

in mechanics such as hydrodynamics, this will be helpful in getting 

employment in industry.   
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Linear Algebra 

and Metric 

Spaces 

CO1. Linear Algebra is a basic course in almost all branches of science. 

The objective of this course is to introduce a student to the basics of linear 

algebra and some of its applications. 

CO2. After successful completion of this course, student should be able to 

understand the concepts of linear transformation.  

CO3. On successful completion of the course students should have 

knowledge about metric spaces, connectedness and compactness.  

 

 

 

  

 

 


